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Although sexual violence directed at both females and males is a reality in many on-going conflicts throughout the world today, accountability
for the perpetrators of such violence remains the exception rather than the rule. While awareness of the problem is growing, more effective
approaches are urgently needed for the investigation and prosecution of conflict-related sexual violence crimes. Upon its establishment in
1993, the Office of the Prosecutor (OTP) of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) began the challenging task
of prosecuting the perpetrators of conflict-related sexual violence crimes, alongside the many other atrocities committed during the conflicts in
the former Yugoslavia. This book documents the experiences, achievements, challenges, and fundamental insights of the OTP in prosecuting
conflict-related sexual violence crimes at the ICTY over the past two decades. It draws on an extensive dossier of OTP documentation, court
filings, trial exhibits, testimony, ICTY judgements, and other materials, as well as interviews with current and former OTP staff members. The
authors provide a unique analytical perspective on the obstacles faced in prioritizing, investigating, and prosecuting conflict-related sexual
violence crimes. While ICTY has made great strides in developing international criminal law in this area, this volume exposes the pressing
need for determined and increasingly sophisticated strategies in order to overcome the ongoing obstacles in prosecuting conflict-related
sexual violence crimes. The book presents concrete recommendations to inform future work being done at the national and international
levels, including that of the International Criminal Court, international investigation commissions, and countries developing transitional justice
processes. It provides an essential resource for investigators and criminal lawyers, human rights fact-finders, policy makers, rule of law
experts, and academics.
It has been two decades since Yugoslavia fell apart. The brutal conflicts that followed its dissolution are over, but the legacy of the tragedy
continues to unsettle the region. Reconciliation is a long and difficult process that necessitates a willingness to work together openly and
objectively in confronting the past. Over the past ten years the Scholars" Initiative has assembled an international consortium of historians,
social scientists, and jurists to examine the salient controversies that still divide the peoples of former Yugoslavia. The findings of its eleven
research teams represent a direct assault on the proprietary narratives and interpretations that nationalist politicians and media have
impressed on mass culture in each of the successor states. Given gaps in the historical record and the existence of sometimes contradictory
evidence, this volume does not pretend to resolve all of the outstanding issues. Nevertheless, this second edition incorporates new evidence
and major developments that have taken place in the region since the first edition went to press. At the heart of this project has always been
the insistence of the authors that they would continue to reconsider their analyses and conclusions based on credible new evidence. Thus, in
this second edition, the work of the Scholars' Initiative continues. The broadly conceived synthesis will assist scholars, public officials, and the
people they represent both in acknowledging inconvenient facts and in discrediting widely held myths that inform popular attitudes and the
electoral success of nationalist politicians who profit from them. Rather than rely on special pleading and appeals to patriotism that have no
place in scholarship, the volume vests its credibility in the scientific credentials of its investigators, the transparent impartiality of its
methodology, and an absolute commitment to soliciting and examining evidence presented by all sides.
This extensive survey of migration in the modern world begins in the sixteenth century with the establishment of European colonies overseas,
and covers the history of migration to the late twentieth century, when global communications and transport systems stimulated immense and
complex flows of labour migrants and skilled professionals. In ninety-five contributions, leading scholars from twenty-seven different countries
consider a wide variety of issues including migration patterns, the flights of refugees and illegal migration. Each entry is a substantive essay,
supported by up-to-date bibliographies, tables, plates, maps and figures. As the most wide-ranging coverage of migration in a single volume,
The Cambridge Survey of World Migration will be an indispensable reference tool for scholars and students in the field.
Literaturangaben
Taking as its starting point the interdependence of the economy and the natural environment, this book provides a comprehensive
introduction to the emerging field of ecological economics. The authors, who have written extensively on the economics of sustainability, build
on insights from both mainstream economics and ecological sciences. Part I explores the interdependence of the modern economy and its
environment, while Part II focuses mainly on the economy and on economics. Part III looks at how national governments set policy targets
and the instruments used to pursue those targets. Part IV examines international trade and institutions, and two major global threats to
sustainability - climate change and biodiversity loss. Assuming no prior knowledge of economics, this textbook is well suited for use on
interdisciplinary environmental science and management courses. It has extensive student-friendly features including discussion questions
and exercises, keyword highlighting, real-world illustrations, further reading and website addresses.
By looking through the prism of the West's involvement in the breakup of Yugoslavia, this book presents a new examination of the end of the
Cold War in Europe. Incorporating declassified documents from the CIA, the administration of George H.W. Bush, and the British Foreign
Office; evidence generated by The Hague Tribunal; and more than forty personal interviews with former diplomats and policy makers,
Glaurdi? exposes how the realist policies of the Western powers failed to prop up Yugoslavia's continuing existence as intended, and instead
encouraged the Yugoslav Army and the Serbian regime of Slobodan Milosevi? to pursue violent means.The book also sheds light on the
dramatic clash of opinions within the Western alliance regarding how to respond to the crisis. Glaurdi? traces the origins of this clash in the
Western powers' different preferences regarding the roles of Germany, Eastern Europe, and foreign and security policy in the future of
European integration. With subtlety and acute insight, "The Hour of Europe" provides a fresh understanding of events that continue to
influence the shape of the post-Cold War Balkans and the whole of Europe.
Službene novine Federacije Bosne i Hercegovine????????Informatorov priru?nik za kadroveVremeRadni?ka zaštitaSlužba socijalnog
osiguranja u privrednim organizacijama i ustanovamaSocijalna politikaZbirka propisa o vanjskoj trgovini devizama i
carinamaFinansijePriru?nik za rad kadrovske službeNarodne novineslužbeni list Narodne republike HrvatskeProsecuting Conflict-Related
Sexual ViolenceOxford University Press
This 20e contains 400 articles which represent a thoroughly updated and expanded look at the entire field of social work. The 4-volumes
cover all aspects of social work from practice/interventions, social environments, social conditions and challenges, to social policy and history.
Co-published by OUP and the National Assoc. of Social Workers, USA.
This book aims to pull together the main themes relevant to the relationship between sport and violence, using information from the media,
court reports, statistics and research. The topics covered include: football grounds and violence; the links between sport, politics and
violence; the way it is treated in the media; violence directed at minority groups; and the economic perspective.
EU Anti-Discrimination Law provides a detailed and critical analysis of the corpus of European Union law prohibiting discrimination on the
grounds of sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age, and sexual orientation. It takes into account the changes brought about
by the Treaty of Lisbon and contains a thorough examination of the relevant case law of the Court of Justice of the EU. The book examines
the background to the legislation and explains the essential characteristics and doctrines of EU law and their relevancy to the topic of antidiscrimination. It also analyses the increasingly significant general principles of EU law, the Charter of Fundamental Rights, and the relevant
law flowing from the European Convention on Human Rights. The key concepts contained in anti-discrimination law are subjected to close
scrutiny. The substantive provisions of the law on equal pay and the workplace and non-workplace provisions of the governing Directives are
similarly examined, as are the numerous exceptions permitted to them. The complex rules governing the rights of pregnant women and those
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who have recently given birth are dealt with comprehensively and in a separate chapter. Equality in social security schemes is also
discussed. The book concludes with an assessment of the practical utility of the existing law and the current proposals for its reform.
First Published in 2000. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Our ability to be conscious of the world around us is often discussed as one of the most amazing yet enigmatic processes under scientific
investigation today. However, our ability to imagine the world around us in the absence of stimulation from that world is perhaps even more
amazing. This capacity to experience objects or scenarios through imagination, that do not necessarily exist in the world, is perhaps one of
the fundamental abilities that allows us successfully to think about, plan, run a dress rehearsal of future events, re-analyze past events and
even simulate or fantasize abstract events that may never happen. Empirical research into mental imagery has seen a recent surge, due
partly to the development of new neuroscientifc methods and their clever application, but also due to the increasing discovery and application
of more objective methods to investigate this inherently internal and private process. As the topic is cross hosted in Frontiers in Perception
Science and Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, we invite researchers from different fields to submit opinionated but balanced reviews, new
empirical, theoretical, philosophical or technical papers covering any aspect of mental imagery. In particular, we encourage submissions
focusing on different sensory modalities, such as olfaction, audition somatosensory etc. Similarly, we support submissions focusing on the
relationship between mental imagery and other neural and cognitive functions or disorders such as visual working memory, visual search or
disorders of anxiety. Together, we hope that collecting a group of papers on this research topic will help to unify theory while providing an
overview of the state of the field, where it is heading, and how mental imagery relates to other cognitive and sensory functions.

In this volume, the Project Group "Restatement of European Insurance Contract Law" presents its Principles of European
Insurance Contract Law (PEICL). These principles were submitted to the European Commission as a Draft Common
Frame of Reference of European Insurance Contract Law (DCFR Insurance). The volume comprises the PEICL/DCFR
Insurance, as well as translations into Czech, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Polish, Portuguese, and
Spanish. It sets out the approach used by the Project Group, how the PEICL/DCFR Insurance relates to the overall
DCFR, the participation of the Project Group in the CoPECL (Common Principles of European Contract Law) Network, as
well as the general structure and characteristics of the PEICL/DCFR Insurance. The Project Group has also drafted the
PEICL/DCFR Insurance as a model for an Optional Instrument of European Insurance Contract Law.
If nobody's playing by the rules, play dirty in this explosive New York Timesbestseller by Sandra Brown, author of Smoke
Screen.
L’ampleur des enjeux humains, économiques et sociaux posés par la question des solidarités entre générations a
conduit l’International society of Family Law (ISFL) à choisir ce thème pour son XVe congrès mondial. Plus de 200
intervenants, venus de 50 pays, ont abordé ces questions sous l’angle juridique, mais aussi philosophique, économique
et anthropologique. Cet ouvrage présente une partie de ces communications organisées autour de deux grands thèmes :
l’enfant au cœur des solidarités familiales et la prise en charge des aînés par la famille. Des phénomènes tels que
l’allongement de la durée de la vie, l’urbanisation des populations, la difficulté d’entrée sur le marché du travail ou
encore l’éclatement des modèles familiaux traditionnels marquent notre monde contemporain et impliquent la disparition
d’anciennes solidarités et l’apparition de nouvelles solidarités redessinant les relations entre générations, posant alors
le problème du sort des personnes les plus fragiles : les enfants, les malades, les handicapés et, surtout, les personnes
âgées. – Quel est alors le rôle de la famille et des collectivités dans la protection de ces personnes ? – Quels rapports
entre solidarités publiques et solidarités privées ? – Quels sont les droits et libertés reconnus aux personnes que l’âge,
la maladie ou le handicap, placent en situation de dépendances ? Telles sont les questions au cœur de cet ouvrage. The
importance of the human, economic and social issues caused by the question of generations’ solidarities led the
International Society of Family Law to choose this theme for its XVIth World Congress (Lyon, July 19-23rd 2011). More
than 200 speakers from 50 countries studied these questions from the legal angle, but also philosophic, economic and
anthropological. This work collects a part of these papers about two great issues: the child, as the center of family
solidarities; and the support for elders by family. Phenomena such as increasing life expectancy, population urbanization,
labor-market entry barriers, decline of traditional family patterns, mark in depth our contemporary world and involve old
solidarity disappearance and new solidarity emergence, reshaping relations between generations while bringing up the
problem of the fate of the most vulnerable: children, the sick, disabled, and especially elderly people. – What then is the
role of families and communities in protecting these people? – What is the relationship between public and private
solidarity? – What are the rights and freedoms of people placed by age, illness or disability in a dependence situation?
These are the issues addressed by the authors of this book.
V.1. Practical guide for seaman officers covering syllabus for examination in Navigation and Pilotage.--v.2. Textbook of
nautical astronomy and off-shore navigation.--v.3. Based on the navigation syllabus for officers qualifying in Navigation
.--v.4. Data on navigational equipment. It is not available for public use.
This collection brings together key contributions to the social scientific study of young people's lives and experiences. It addresses
the methodological and empirical challenges of undertaking research with and about young people; and provides opportunities to
compare the data, analyses and theoretical contribution of different methodological approaches. The overarching theme of the
collection is methodological – exemplifying the different ways of engaging with young people as a field of study.
"Should be obligatory reading. . . . A philosophy of life in a nutshell, one that has latched on to the most practical, central, and
sensible of all activities, human or cosmic."--Psychology Today
This report provides an in-depth, evidence-based analysis of open government initiatives and the challenges countries face in
implementing and co-ordinating them.
With reference to India; includes judgments by the Indian courts.
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